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WORK NO'l'TIS ON }HNOAN , LANGUAC1B n,~c;Ti;ATICT!" (A). MGFV , 28 January 1951 

Not wi."'d1 uf Ct:,s- i's rie.w ro y oi,,,;/ 

I 1V\I\ ~fr?t1 d / 
With the forthcoming publicntion of the LinAar B inscriptions 

from Pyles, it's likely that there wjll be an intensification of 
....__,.. Minoan research work and the hope of some definite proeress. 

I intend to keep clear of the field of 3eneral publication, 
but I should like very much to keep in touch with developments. 
If I feel tempt ed to make an occasional comment of my own, I in
tend to cio so in the form of these work notes, of which onJ.y about 
a dozen copies are being run off. The notes are consecutively num
bered wi tho_ut regard for subjec t-rna tter. 

Excuse the continued use of the ' alphabetic ' transcription 
shown in Figure 2, which makes typinff and duplicating much easier . 

Please make use of these notes or discard them as you like, 
an~ don't bother to acknowledga their receipt unless you f ee l dis
cussion is worthwhile . 

It would bo helpful if we could have similar informal notes 
circulc1, ted by different r esearchers from time to time, since some 
procress may often be made by comparinr, notes on difficulties and 
'hunches ' which are not definite enoueh to be presented in published 
work. 

NOTB 1 Evidenco for inflection and word-d eriva tion in Linear B. 

The followine is a list of ' words ' whose varintions must apparently 
be explained either as inflexions or as word-forming suffixes . 

The examples include ma.ny pointed out by Yober and <=iundwall, 
and are restricted to those Knossos and Pyles inscriptions col
lected in Hrozny's book, and to thos13 from Pyles which Bennett 
illustrated in AJA July 1950. ~he publication of the Pyles mate
rial will obviously enable the framework to he enormously exten-
ded. • 

The variations are interesting for the study of meaninr, and 
of inflections, but the most ur6ent task is to U8e them for tryinf, 
to determine which syllabic signs share the same consonants . 

ThP. posoiblo equations can bo plotted in the form of a 1 Ryllabic 
grid' (Fig. 1). Here again the Pyles materia l should en~hle the 
'grid' to be greatly extended. 

It is risky to guess what th r> consonants ac tually are; but 
one can predict that when at least half the signs of the syllabary 
have been secure ly fix ed on the grid , it will only need a small 
number of inspired pieces of linguistic deduction to so lve t he 
whol e ' simultaneous equation '. 

The eroups are in ' a lphabetical' order , and each has been given 
a reference letter to indicate the kind of phonetic evidence which 
it offers :-

A 

B 

C 

Groups showine the addition of -AO=f, -AJ-AVl,\~nd -AJ-OM, Al 
identified by Kober as Cases III, I and II respectively. 
The fact that thi s is the only apparent 'triple ' declen
sion of the kind, sugeests that -AGris in fact a secon
dary nominative form with a 'suffix (article?) which 
then undergoes 'normal' declension on its own. 

Groups showing the addition of -A,V and/or -Otlf[in an ob
lique case , and resultine in a vowel change in the last 
syl lable of the radical, Evidence for syllabic equations 
is shown by the symbols =c= "has the s c-- me consonant as " 
and =V= "has the same vowel as". 

Addition of -AV or -OM"( without vowel change . The vowel 
of the prec eding syllable is evidently of a particular 
kind which is unaffected by declension, and which is con
stant in most of the exampl es . 
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D 

E 

F 

G 

Forms ending in -A1{i_or -OMf,' which the context proves to 
be in an oblique case, but for which parallels in the 'nomi

. native' cannot be found. 
Groups showing the addition of endings other tfian~:-AVtoM~hli:ch 

result in apparen t vowel change. 
Groups showing the addition of other endings without vowel 

change. _ 
Groups in an oblique case other than -A~)flfor which no 

parallels can be found. · - ~ 

Knossos inscriptions are referenced by Rrozny's numbering 
(with the figure number in .PM vol IV), and the arbitrary name of 
the ideogram subject of thetablet in brackets. 

Where the suggested case given for the sign-group is underlined, 
the context shows a specific parallel which justifies this. 

Case 1: The case assumed for sign-groups in inscriptions where 
no definite pattern of syntax or endings is apparent. 

Case 2s The case assumed for sign-groups in -OM/where (a) all 
groups in the same context have the same ending, or tb) where there 
is clear evidence for grammatical construction. 

Case 2 is also assumed for forms without -0}1(,which are 
evidently in parallel grammatical context to forms with -OM.[ 
Case 31 
in the same 
is strictly 
context for 

The . case assumed for sign-groups in -AV where all groups 
context have the same ending, or where the sign-group 
parallel to a variant in -OMl Clear evidence from the 
the grammatical use of -A~till seems to be lacking. 

Case 4: The case assumed for sign-groups showing endings other 
than -AVfer -OMf, and presumably including locative and instr~men
tal endings , whether inflexional or by means of postpositions. 

I believe that ther0's enough evidence now t"o state categori
cally that those 'cases' correspond to real grammatical facts, and 
are not merely an illusion due to varying name-endings. 

Case 1 presumably corresponds, by definition, to the 'nomjna
tive'. Case 2 is probably genitival. 

The relation between Case 2 and Case 3 is a puzzling one. It 
appears that · both -mftand -AV 'We used to form a derivative word 
which is genitival in origin, but which may be adjectival in 
function, as suggested by 9undwall. That this adjective can be 
considered as a nominative from the point of vi ew ·of syntax is 
suggested by the fact that a form in -OMfr -Avt]can appear in a 
context parallel to other apparently 'nominative' names; and 
that it can itself b;o declined by adding -OM For example: 
IVAZ - IVH1OM 1 IVIWAV - IVIY'EVOM (Pyles, KnO2) . The geni tival 
function may include one or many of the following: 
~ (. . ir- (f l_ Tti_ftl 1\1 f- li f 
1) S1mp~e possessive. 
ii) Ethnic. 
iii) Patronymic. 
iv) Marriage relationship. 
v) Membership of a particular palace department. 
vi) Subordinate position to a particular overseer . 
vii) Attribution to a particular deity, etc. 

r.1 - ll 
Again, in the case of the 'name' (?) tv1W-AV as compared with 

IV-AZ, or of IG-AJ-OM compared with IG-AG, though there is an evi- ~l /:-.1 
dent 'mechanical' connection between their radicals, we needn't 
necessarily assume that the subjects of the 'names' have any of 
the above-mentioned relationships with each other at all, unless 
the context supports that supposition. 
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